
Sacred  Frankincense  therapeuticgradeessential 
oil, essential water / hydrosol, raw frankincense 
serum / mask, and pure resin powder / body scrub 
supplement - 100% natural products which restore 
the intended beauty of God's creation. Nothing is 
added - they are pure and simple, containing no
preservatives, no isolates and no “enhancers”.

Frankincense is harvested wild in southern Oman - The  
Ancient  Land  of  Frankincense, which is known from 
history for the highest value Boswellia Sacra tree resin, 
and process in our distillery in West Kelowna BC - Canada.

Breathe in the pure soul of  
Sacred Frankincense
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“Since my teenage years I have always had a fascina-
tion with history, archaeology, religions and travel. 
For the last ten years I've travelled frequently to 
southern Oman - the ancient Land of Frankincense, 
searching for traces of lost civilizations. It was there 
where I developed an interest in Frankincense.
During my visit in the spring of 2014, I met Dr. Suhail, 
who in collaboration with Oklahoma Medical Science 
University is conducting Frankincense research, eval-
uating frankincense impact on normal and cancerous
human cells. Dr. Suhail showed me his research 
progress and taught me the methods of Frankincense 
distillation. Inspired by his research, I've decided to 
open my own distillery - the first Sacred Frankincense 
distillery in Canada.”

Disclaimer:
The information on this brochure is provided for
educational purposes only and is not intended 
to replace a one-on-one with a doctor or qualified 
healthcare professional. It is your responsibility 
to address your health needs with your  
physician and seek professional help.

History of Sacred Frankincense
Sacred Frankincense is the most ancient and praised 
of all Frankincense species. Almost two thousand 
years ago, Pliny the Elder, who wrote the first  
encyclopedic work - Naturalis Historia, said in this 
book that Frankincense was harvested only in the 
Dhofar region of Oman, and that it was the Minoans 
who originated the trade of Frankincense.
From the Bible we know that Frankincense was used 
to enhance meditation, elevate spiritual conscious-
ness, and as a perfume. The King of all Essential 
Oils, as the Sacred Frankincense is called, was also 
used to anoint the newborn sons of kings and 
priests, which may be the reason it was brought
as a gift to the baby Jesus.

Frankincense Fighting Cancer
In recent years Scientists have observed that there
are some elements within the frankincense resin
which stop cancer from spreading, and induce
cancerous cells to close themselves down.
Immunologist Mahmoud Suhail, Scientific Advisor at
Dhofar Frankincense Research Plant, who is the
owner of the JOB’s S42 Research Laboratory in 
Salalah - Oman, is quoted:
“Cancer starts when the DNA code within the cell’s
nucleus becomes corrupted. It seems frankincense
has a re-set function. It can tell the cell what the right 
DNA code should be. Frankincense separates the 
‘brain’ of the cancerous cell - the nucleus - from the 
‘body’ - the cytoplasm, and closes down the nucleus to 
stop it from reproducing corrupted DNA codes.” 



As our customer demand rises for the highest quality
natural products, True Health Canada offers them 
made of the most sought after Frankincense resin in 
the world - the Sacred Frankincense. Many essential 
oils on the market can be synthetic, or adulterated in 
some way, but in order to be effective they have to be 
100% pure, as our authentic and certified products are.

We offer:
Sacred Frankincense - 100% Pure
Therapeutic-Grade Essential Oil

This oil comes from Boswellia Sacra tree resin that is
wild harvested in Southern Oman. It has remarkable
therapeutic properties and has been used for
thousands of years to enhance physical, mental and
emotional states of being.

Frankincense essential oil has a variety of health
benefits and may to:
• relieve chronic stress and anxiety
• reduce pain and inflammation
• boost immune system
• and even prevent and fight cancer.

Uses:
Diffuse, directly inhale or dilute with carrier oil.

Anti-Aging & Wrinkle Fighter - Frankincense
essential oil is a powerful astringent, meaning it 
helps protect skin cells. It can be used to help reduce 
acne blemishes, the appearance of large pores, 
to prevent wrinkles and it will even help lift and 
tighten skin. Frankincense oil can be used anywhere 
where the skin becomes saggy.

Mix 6 drops of oil to 1 ounce (30 g) of unscented oil
and apply directly to the skin.

Scar, Wound, Stretch Mark or Acne Remedy 

It may also help reduce the appearance of dark spots.  
Mix 2-3 drops of frankincense oil with unscented base.

Helps Relieve Inflammation and Pain

To improve circulation and lower symptoms of joint
pain or muscle pain related to conditions like arthritis, 
asthma and digestive disorders. You can combine a 
few drops with a carrier oil (grape seed oil, coconut 
oil) to massage into your muscles, feet and neck, or 
add one drop of oil to steaming water and inhale it.

Natural Cold or Flu Medicine 

Frankincense oil will help provide relief from coughing 
and elimination of phlegm from the lungs.
Add a few drops to a cloth and inhale or use oildiffuser.

Natural Hygiene Product 

Due to its antiseptic properties, frankincense oil can 
be used to make homemade toothpaste by mixing 
it with baking soda. It can help prevent tooth decay, 
cavities and gum inflammation.

Sacred Frankincense Hydrosol

Hydrosols are the aromatic wa-
ters created during distillation of  
essential oils. Our Hydrosol is a
natural and pure product of 
Boswellia Sacra resin distillation. It 
has a fresh terpeny aroma, and can be 
blended with rose, jasmine, lavender, 
myrrh, basil, or any natural aromatic 
scent of your choice.

It makes a fantastic tonic and skin  toner for mature
skin. Spray on the face and neck; let it dry for one
minute and apply daily moisturizer. It also has rejuve-
nating qualities, so it can be used in bath, shampoos 
and moisturizers. When sprayed in the mouth our Sa-
cred Frankincense Hydrosol helps prevent oral health
issues, such as bad breath and oral inflammation.
A wonderful anti-septic with a gentle, warm aroma-
Frankincense hydrosol is safe for children and pets.

Sacred Frankincense Mature Skin Mask

Our Sacred Frankincense Skin Mask, made solely
from raw serum of Boswellia Sacra resin, has
several benefits:

• brings hydration, essential minerals and   
 nutrients to the skin
• tones, lifts, heals and protects the skin
• naturally slows the signs of aging
• as well as restores mature skin.

How to use it

Apply a thin layer of serum on the face and neck,
let it dry for 20 min.; then rinse with warm water.
Dry your skin, and apply unscented base, oil or
lotion (eg. Coconut Oil).
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